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Abstract
The importance of language processing has been widely recognized in the biomedical research and clinical
domains. The opportunity to make contributions in this field is now increasingly recognized by natural language
processing researchers as well. Jointly, these communities have created a number of resources for basic research
articles, among which is annotated data representing change of state for bio-molecules, made available as the
BioNLP shared task. In this talk, I will discuss this data set, outline why this data is particularly challenging,
and describe the system that our group at Microsoft Research built to perform the task of extracting bio-events
from text. Another considerable challenge is the text processing of clinical records. In this talk, I will discuss
the logistic challenges of working with clinical data, and I will present the results of joint work with University
of Washington Department of BioInformatics to identify patients with pneumonia based on text processing of
clinical notes. We have demonstrated that assertion-based features significantly improve our pneumonia
prediction results, which will result in improved health care outcomes.
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